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Abstract. The Cloud Computing (CC) technology refers to an infrastructure in which both data storage and data processing takes place outside the mobile device. Furthermore, another new and fast growing technology called Internet of Things (IoT) raises in the sector of networks and telecommunications with specifically concern in the “modern” area of wireless telecommunications systems. Regarding our recent research, the main goal of the interaction and cooperation between things and objects sent through the wireless networks. It is to fulfill the objective set to them as a combined entity, with the aim to achieve a better environment for the use of Big Data (BD). In addition, count on the technology of wireless networks, both CC and IoT could be developed rapidly and together. In this paper, we survey IoT and Cloud Computing technologies with focus on security problems that both technologies faced. Particularly, these two aforementioned technologies (i.e Cloud Computing and IoT) have been compared, aiming to the familiar characteristics, and examined and discover the benefits of their integration focusing to secure the use and transmission of Big Data. Concluding, a contribution of CC and IoT technologies have been presented, and how the CC technology improves the operation of IoT as base technologies for Big Data systems.
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1.1 Introduction

"Internet of Things" (IoT) is a novel technology which operates in the sector of telecommunications. IoT could be defined by many researchers as “the network of devices, vehicles, buildings, and other items which are embedded with sensors, and there are connected to the network, permitting these objects to gather and interchange data” [1] [2] [3]. Over the next years, a flare in the number of connected devices as well as located sites, and the functions they will perform, are expected. Regarding the data used in a wireless network there are security and privacy issues that need to be addressed. The problem with security and data privacy in everyday life could be solved or could be minimized with the use of BD analysis tools and services. BD is a new popular term, used to describe the surprisingly rapid increase in the volume of data in structured and unstructured form [4] [5]. BD usually uses CC as a base technology in order to operate. Similar to this, another technology that could be used as a base technology is the Edge Computing (EC).

IoT could be settled as a type of network of physical objects or things which are embedded with software, electronics, sensors and connectivity that enables them. Due to that, IoT achieves greater rate and service by transmitting data with operators and various inter-connected devices [6] [7] [8].

An approach has been made by researchers in [9], in order to help other researchers who are interested in security issues. This approach provides an IoT security analysis of the recent security research activity and a novel IoT framework that is validated through a case study. The authors of this paper have shown through their work that the evolution of autonomous objects raises security threats.

Thus, the need of “cloud” support has become inefficient due to the intensive computations, the mass storage, and the security issues. Some examples include limited storage capacity, communication capabilities, energy and processing. Inefficiencies like these have motivated us in order to find a model for the combination of CC and IoT. As a “base” technology, Cloud Computing consolidates various technologies and applications to get the maximum capacity and performance of the existing infrastructure [10] [11] [12].

On top of that, Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) made its appearance, as a relative version of Cloud Computing, and it was improved by new developments in the field of "Cloud Computing". The latter aims provide access to data and information from anywhere at any time by obliterating the need for hardware equipment [2] [13] [14] [15]. More specifically,
MCC is defined as an integration of cloud and mobile computing rendering mobile devices more resourceful. It is also a contemporary approach to innovative services for firms and institutions. CC can be used as a useful base for both Internet of Things and Video Surveillance technologies and provide improvements on their function [16] [17] [18].

Moreover, Cloud Computing aims to offer access to in-formation and data from anywhere at any time, without the restrictions of the need for hardware equipment [11] [19] [20] [21]. As a result of the operations of CC, it could be used as a base technology for IoT and for several technologies in the telecommunications field, and could also provide improvements on their functions.

In addition to this, CC additionally used to be a base technology for other technologies due to its types of services [11] [21] [22]. One of those is the Big Data. BD is a term used to describe the expected, due to the connected to the Internet devices, rapid increase in the volume of data production. Subsequently, these large amounts of data could be defined as “a broad term for data sets so large or complex that traditional data processing applications are inadequate” [12] [21]. Furthermore, BD is often associated to the use of predictive analytics or certain advanced methods to extract knowledge from the data. Rarely, are also related to a particular size of set of data [4] [5]. Precision in BD could result in more confident decision making, and better decisions may drive in increased operational efficiency, reduced costs, and minimized risk [4]. From this scope, it can be observed that BD is now equally important both for business and internet. This happens because more information drives to more accurate analysis [11]. The real problem is not that the large amounts of data have been obtained, but whether they have any value or not. Hopefully, by predicting that organizations would be able to acquire information from any source, harness the relevant data, and analyze them in a specific way in order to get quick answers, the following should be achieved: 1) reduce costs, 2) reduce time, 3) produce new items and optimize their offerings, and 4) take more ingenious decisions [7].

Last but not least, since we are talking about BD, IoT, and CC/MCC many researchers tried to figure out ways for securing these sensitive/personal data. The security problems still remain a challenge since the new technologies are multiplied. Due to this, a security scheme for safe sensitive data transmission over the CC and the IoT devices has been proposed in [23]. Specifically, an alternative of RSA (Rivest-Shamir-Adleman) security has been deployed, namely MEMK (“Memory Efficient Multi Key”) generation scheme, in order to provide support to the data transmitted from the IoT devices to the Cloud and back. This scheme has
been also used by the authors of this paper [23] to boost the efficiency of the memory.

The rest of the paper is divided in sections as follows. Initially, in Section II has been presented a literature re-view related to the conjunction of the technologies mentioned in the introduction section (Section I) of the paper. Subsequently, in Section III there is an illustration of is-sues related with BD and their privacy. In Section IV has been discussed in detail the field of IoT and some of its major functions. Moreover, in Section V the CC technolo-y and its basic characteristics have been presented and analyzed. Section VI illustrates the integration of IoT and CC, and surveys some of the benefits of their integration. Finally, Section VII provides the conclusions of the cur-rent paper, and offers new possibilities for the de-velopment of future work.

1.2 Literature Review

To come through the proposed scenario various related works that discuss the combination of the three afore-mentioned technologies (Big Data, Cloud Computing and Internet of Things) have been studied. This section illustrates related work similar to this research. The main tumor of the related research studies is mainly related to previous work of our research team.

To start with, in [11] the authors aim in the interaction and the conjunc-tion of Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) and IoT through the integration of these technologies with the Big Data. This scenario, based on similar characteristics of MCC and IoT, and which of the benefits of these tech-nologies could improve the use of BD applications. Also, in [11] an illu-stration has been presented of how the MCC and the IoT contribute to the BD technology, individually.

A region based research [2] presents a survey research of IoT and CC focusing on the issues based on data privacy of both technologies. Particu-larly, the authors of [2] try to combine these technologies with the purpose to find and examine the familiar characteristics and then discover the profits of their integration. Additionally, the authors illustrate the contribution of CC in the field of IoT, and through this it can be proved how the CC technology improves the operation of IoT.

In [7], the authors survey BD and CC technologies and their major fea-tures, focusing on security and data privacy issues. Particularly, a conjunc-tion of the functionality of those two technologies has been done with the aim to consider the frequent characteristics, and in addition to this, to dis-
cover the profits which deal with security problems of their integration. Thus, a novel method of an algorithm has been presented in [7], which could be used for the purpose of upgrading the CC’s security through the use of algorithms that can provide privacy of the large amounts of data.

Another research [8] focuses on a proposal of system integration between IoT and Video Surveillance (VS) technology, with the goal to indulge the requirements of the future needs of VS, and to accomplish a better use of it. The VS data that have been transmitted through the network could be characterized as large-scale data, and thus as BD. The basic outcome of the specific research [8] is an innovative topology paradigm which could offer a better use of IoT technology in VS, and vice-versa.

In [24] initially, it has been presented an analytical study of IoT, CC and BD to resolve various issues that face the health sector in regard to these technologies. In the proposed scenario there is a collection of e-health data by sensor devices and actuators which has been transferred through an established network to a cloud server. These data could be processed in the cloud server in order to be analyzed, and by this analysis there would be born what we call “data mining”. Moreover, there is a research [24] that deals with security of medical data which constitute sensitive personal data and must be protected.

Moreover, in [3] the authors initially present a survey of the technologies IoT, BD, CC and Monitoring with the aim to discover their common operations and to combine their functionality, in order to achieve beneficial scenarios of their use. The main objective of [3] is to propose a novel system which operates in IoT environment, within there will be collected and managed sensors’ data. Additionally, the authors state that their proposed system will be energy efficient and it would be used in a “Green Smart Building”.

In [12] the authors try to achieve and propose a type of network that will provide more intelligent media-data transfer. Thus, through the study of the use of various open source tools, the authors found the suitable for their experiments tool with the aim to measure the performance of their proposed model of network. At the end, the authors proposed the network topology that they have implemented from a small section of the script of CloudSim simulator with Cooja, so that they could test a single network segment.

The [25] surveys Social Networking (SNg), BD and CC, focusing on their main features, by concentrating on the security problems of those technologies. In particular, the authors aim to combine the functionality of BD and SNg in CC environment, so that they could analyze the common characteristics and ascertain the advantages of their integration related to
security issues. The main outcome of [25] is the presentation of a novel system-framework-network in Cloud environment through which users of various Social Networks (SNs) will be able to exchange data and information, and primarily large-scale data.

To summarize the papers that deal with the Security and Privacy issues of Management in MCC are illustrated [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32]. As we can realize there are several works in this field. More particular, in [26] the authors propose an entity-centric approach for an IDM model in Cloud environment. The proposed approach based on two aspects: a) active bundles, and b) anonymous identification. The active bundles include a payload of Personally Identifiable Information, privacy policies and a virtual machine that enforces the policies and additionally the active bundles use a set of protection mechanisms in order to protect themselves. As regard the anonymous identification, they use it with the aim to mediate interactions between the entity and the Cloud services using entity’s privacy policies. Moreover, the authors present the main characteristics of the approach which are: a) independent of third party, b) provides minimum information to the Service Provider, and c) provides ability to use identity data on untrusted hosts. Then, the [27] demonstrates the implementation of a mobile system that enables electronic healthcare data storage, update and retrieval using Cloud Computing. The proposed mobile application based in Google’s Android OS and offers management of patient health records and medical images. This system was evaluated with the use of Amazon’s S3 cloud service. Finally, the authors summarize the details of the implementation and then present initial results of the system in practice. Moreover, the authors of [28] survey the MCC technology, which could help the general readers to have an overview of the MCC including the definition, the architecture, and the applications. Also, the [28] presents the issues, the existing solutions, and the recent approaches of the MCC technology. At the end, the authors discuss a number of future research directions of the MCC. Through the [29] the authors propose a multi-faceted Trust Management system architecture for a cloud computing marketplace, with the aim to support the customers in reliably identifying trustworthy cloud providers. The proposed system offers means to identify the trustworthy cloud providers in term of different attributes that assessed by multiple sources and roots of trust information.

Furthermore, the [30] presents a sort survey of MCC evolution and additionally explains how Cloud Computing and Mobile Devices could be combined with good terms for future opportunities, implications and legal issues for developing countries. In another research, the authors of [31] try to review the existing Distributed Application Processing Frameworks, also known as DAPFs, for SMDs in MCC domain. The main objective of
[31] is to highlight issues and challenges to existing DAPFs in developing, implementing, and executing computational intensive mobile applications within MCC domain. Thus, through this work the authors propose a thematic taxonomy of the current DAPFs, and then they review current offloading frameworks by using thematic taxonomy, and analyze the implications and critical aspects of current offloading frameworks. Finally, the [31] puts forward open research issues in distributed application processing for MCC that remains to be addressed. Also, the [32] proposes a trust management approach by making an analysis of user behavioral patterns for a reliable Mobile Cloud Computing. So, the authors suggest a method in order to quantify a one-dimensional trusting relation count on the analysis of telephone call data from Mobile Cloud Environment. Subsequently, it is enhanced trustworthiness of data production, management, and overall application.

Finally, in [33] there is a proposal of an efficient algorithm for advanced scalable Media-based Smart Big Data, such as 3D and Ultra HEVC, on Intelligent CC systems. The proposed encoding algorithm of [33] exceeds the conventional HEVC standard which has been demonstrated by the performance evaluations.

Also, related works of other research groups have been studied. The [34] presents a survey on the BD and CC, with the importance to promote the research and development activities in the sector of the BD and the cloud computing. At the end, the [34] introduces a method for storing the data on cloud using the CloudSim simulation software.

Then, [35] shows an analysis that focuses on the two key concepts, BD and CC, and some of the issues and possibilities which are innate with the deployment of CC and BD services. Through this study is shown which security challenges is among the most prominent problem in CC and BD services. Finally, after there is a consideration about some of the problems related to BD and CC, a number of solutions that have been suggested in [35] towards improving the two key concepts that will go a long way in increasing the adoption rate of CC by organizations.

In [36] the authors surveys on the effects of data processing and analyzing big healthcare data on a CC environment. The [36] proposes the use of the Hadoop, which is a system that could process large amounts of data sets on distributed environments, and also it can be deployed on a CC environment to process the big healthcare data.

The authors in [37] propose an IoT-based security system on smart building scenarios. By this, they are integrating coherent data as fundamental components. The aim of the integration is to drive the building management and security behavior of indoor services accordingly. A holis-
tic platform named City Explorer, which offers security and discovery, is the component in which the proposed system is manifested.

In [38] is illustrated an energy saving solution in buildings aiming to generate predictive models of energy consumption in buildings. Moreover, the authors in [38] use a building as a reference, for which they have one year’s unified data, in order to verify the proposed solution. At the end, the authors proposed strategies and control actions for energy saving in the building.

With the aim to take measurements about the temperature, the humidity, and the light in a building, the authors in [39] present an IoT-based sensing and monitoring system which is wirelessly connected. Also, in [39] there is a development of an Android application through which data is transmitted from the LabVIEW, to a “smart” mobile device through which data are monitored remotely.

In [40] the authors analyze the problem of imperfection in smart city data. Additionally, the authors point on the management of these types of data and also create an evidential database with the use of the evidence theory, with the aim to improve the efficiency of the smart city. Moreover, in this paper has been presented a special case of modeling imperfect data in the healthcare sector. Finally, a database which embraces both imperfect and perfect data was built up and the different imperfect aspects, in this database had been represented by the theory of beliefs and illustrated in this paper.

As an attractive service, has been characterized the data sharing service in [41]. As this paper informs us, the attribute based encryption (ABE) is widely discussed, and is the scheme on which the proposed scheme in this paper is based on. This scheme provides solutions for the resource constrained IoT-mobile devices in the clouds. The feasibility and efficiency of the scheme has been proved through performance analysis and experiments which confirm that the scheme is also protected of adaptively chosen ciphertext attacks.

The widely and continuous deployment and use of novel technologies usually leads to threats that come from internal and external factors. A research [42] which deals with the personal mobile data privacy of mobile users provides a protection scheme that is based on the “Attribute-Based Access Control” (ABAC) and the data self-deterministic schemes. The “Attribute-based Semantic Access Control” (A-SAC) algorithm and the “Proactive De-terminative Access” (PDA) algorithm have been used by the authors in [42] to support the proposed scheme. The benefits of the scheme are the constraining data accesses, the proactive prevention of the users’ data threats on the cloud, and the increased level of secure sustainability.
Another region based approach that deals with the data safety and the security mechanisms, in the healthcare sector this time, has been presented in [43]. The authors of this paper, through the blend of the RSA (Rivest-Shamir-Adleman) and the AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) algorithms, have been deployed a novel hybrid encryption scheme. The proposed scheme can protect the patients’ personal information by concealment of them into a cover image. This image is characterized by high indistinctness, high capacity, and minimized distortion. The feasibility of the scheme is proved through the comparative analysis that was made between other state-of-the-art methods and the proposed one.

Moreover, the authors of [44] review the current research challenges and opportunities related to the development of secure and safe Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) applications. Initially, they explore the architecture and main features of the ITS systems and also they survey the key enabling standards and projects. Likewise, the authors provide an analysis of a detailed ITS safety application case study and then evaluate in light of the European ETSI TC ITS standard.

Eventually, the [45] states that the Internet of Things could enable innovations that enhance the quality of life, nevertheless IoT generates unprecedented amounts of data that are difficult for traditional systems, Cloud Computing, and even the Edge Computing to handle. Consequently, Fog Computing is designed to overcome these limitations.

Additionally, there some “key” related research works that deal with the Security of the Machine Learning systems [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51]. Specifically, the [46] offers a framework for answering the major question “Can machine learning be secure?”. The novel contributions of this work introduces: a) a taxonomy of different types of attacks on machine learning techniques and systems, b) a variety of defenses against those attacks, c) a discussion of ideas that are important to security for machine learning, d) an analytical model giving a lower bound on attacker’s work function, and e) a list of open problems. The [47] focuses to offer a brief overview on the current work towards the emerging research problem of secure machine learning. Furthermore, the [47] presents a brief overview on secure machine learning and current progress on developing secure machine learning algorithms. Subsequently, the [48] presents taxonomy which identifying and analyzing attacks against machine learning systems. In addition to this, the authors of [48] show how these classes influence the costs for the attacker and defender, and we give a formal structure defining their interaction. At the end, this work presents a discussion of how the proposed taxonomy suggests new lines of defenses. The authors of [49] design a novel, communication-efficient, failure-robust protocol for secure aggrega-
tion of high-dimensional data. Their proposed protocol allows a server to compute the sum of large, user-held data vectors from mobile devices in a secure manner, and can be used, for example, in a federated learning setting, to aggregate user-provided model updates for a deep neural network. Through their work, the authors of [49] prove the security of their protocol in the honest-but-curious and active adversary settings, and show that security is maintained even if an arbitrarily chosen subset of users drop out at any time. Also, the authors evaluate the efficiency of their protocol and show, by complexity analysis and a concrete implementation, that its runtime and communication overhead remain low even on large data sets and client pools. In [50] the authors rely upon a previously-proposed attack framework to categorize potential attack scenarios against learning-based malware detection tools, by modeling attackers with different skills and capabilities. Then, the authors of [50] try defining and implementing a set of corresponding evasion attacks to thoroughly assess the security of Drebin, an Android malware detector. As a result, the main contribution of this work is the proposal of a simple and scalable secure-learning paradigm that mitigates the impact of evasion attacks, while only slightly worsening the detection rate in the absence of attack. At the end, the authors argue that their secure-learning approach can also be readily applied to other malware detection tasks. Finally, the authors of [51] propose a DSQML protocol in which the client can classify two-dimensional vectors to different clusters, resorting to a remote small-scale photon quantum computation processor. The proposed protocol is secure without leaking any relevant information. Regarding the principle, the proposed protocol can be used to classify high dimensional vectors and may provide a new viewpoint and application for future “Big Data”.

1.3 Big Data

Big Data is the concept of data where it is difficult to gather, store, handle and process with classic tools and technologies. Over the last two decades, Big Data in the industry has grown enormously in various sectors and is growing exponentially. In 2011, the volume of data generated in the world was 1.8ZB and this will double every two years in the near future [4] [5].

The concept of large data has been defined by the 3V model from Lenay [52] as: “high volume, high speed and a wide variety of information items that require efficient and innovative forms of information processing for improved insight and decision making” [4] [11].
In 2012, Gartner [52] updated the definition as follows: "Big data is high-intensity, high-speed, and/or high-variety of information items that require new forms of processing to enable enhanced decision making, discovery of insight optimization of processing". The TechAmerica Foundation [53] defines the large data as follows: "Big data is a term describing high-speed, complex and variable high-volume data that requires advanced technologies and techniques to enable capture, storage, distribution, management and analysis of information".

1.3.1 Predictive model of Big Data’s 5V

For predicting Big Data’s 5V, a real-time system is proposed that initially filters data from unreliable sources (honesty) and distinguishes the variety of data using the Bloom filter [54]. It then uses the Kalman filter to estimate the volume and speed of each data variety that arrives in the system, the data variability is incorporated while the volume and speed are estimated. Kalman filter could be characterized as better filter than the other filters as it can be easily adapted to provide impartial estimates across a wide range of data streams even when the fluctuation is high. It is an effective retrospective filter, a mathematical toolkit capable of dynamically predicting future trends from incoming currents from sensor measurements with noise [21]. The Bloom filter is a probabilistic data structure that is used to filter data that does not belong to a set. Data streams consider it to be mainly: text, audio, video and video data [54].

1.3.2 Big Data Analytics

The creation of heterogeneous data from different physical devices requires quick real-time analysis. Incomplete data is a problem for real-time analysis, so we need algorithms that pre-process the data before analysis. As production data continues and grows, the way in which Big Data can expand and follow this evolution is a challenge [3][4][21][33].

One of the most important benefits of the Internet of Things Technology is the creation of an unprecedented amount of data. Storing, holding and completing data becomes critical. The internet consumes up to 5% of the total energy produced today and with these requirements, it will certainly increase even more. As a result, centralized and centralized data centers ensure both energy efficiency and reliability. The data must be stored and used intelligently for intelligent monitoring and activation. It is important to develop artificial intelligence algorithms that can collect or distribute
depending on the current needs. New fusion algorithms need to be developed to understand the data collected. The modern non-linear, time machine learning methods based on evolutionary algorithms, genetic algorithms, neural networks and other artificial intelligence techniques needed for automated decision making. These systems present features such as interoperability, integration and adaptive communications. They also have a modular architecture both in terms of hardware design and software development and are usually suitable for IoT applications. What is needed is the existence of a central infrastructure to support storage and analysis. This makes the IoT intermediate software level and there are many challenges that are discussed below. Since 2012, the storage solutions based on Cloud are becoming increasingly popular in the coming years under analysis platforms based on the Cloud and data visualization platforms collected [3] [5] [12] [21].

Data analysis is the process of using algorithms that are executed on powerful platforms to discover hidden capabilities in large data such as hidden patterns or un-known associations, for example, the extraction of useful knowledge and their image [55]. This is done in the wording of the case, often based on conclusions gathered from the experience and the discovery of correlations between the variables [56]. According to Rajaraman et al [56], there are four types of data analysis:

**Descriptive Analysis:** This deals with what has happened in the past and presents in a readily understandable form the data such as diagrams, graphs, pie charts, maps, spreadsheets, etc., the display gives an insight into what the data imply. A typical example is the presentation of population census data that classifies the population in a country by gender, age, education, income, etc [56].

**Predictive Analysis:** It draws conclusions from the available data to say what is expected to happen in the near future. The tools used to collect data are time series analysis using statistical methods, neural networks, and engineering learning algorithms. An important use of predictive analysis is in marketing that understands the needs and preferences of customers [56].

**Exploratory Analysis:** Finds unexpected relationships between parameters in large data collections. Collecting data from various sources and analyzing them provides additional opportunities for new ideas and random discoveries. One of the most important applications is to discover patterns in customer behavior from the feedback they get from tweets, blogs, Facebook, emails to allow companies to predict customer actions such as renewing subscription to the magazine, changing a mobile phone service provider, canceling a hotel reservation, and so on [56].

**Regulatory Analysis:** It identifies, based on the data gathered, opportunities to optimize solutions to existing problems, ie tells us what needs to
be done to achieve a goal. One of the common uses is the pricing of airlines based on data from travel models such as: popular destinations and destinations, major events, holidays etc. to maximize profit [56].

Moreover, Alexandrov et al. [57] present Stratosphere, which is an open source software for parallel data analysis. In addition, Kwon et al. [58] propose a research model to explain the intent to buy large analytical data, mainly from the theoretical approaches to data quality management and user experience.

### 1.3.3 Big Data Security Issues

New challenges and standards developed and created in data security issues through the development and the use of BD technology. This creates a growing need for further research on security technologies in order to be able to handhold the large amount of data and to ensure effective. Technologies for securing data are slow when applied to huge amounts of data [3] [12] [21] [33].

#### Table 1.1. Encryption rates of popular algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Key length</th>
<th>Megabytes</th>
<th>Block size</th>
<th>Rounds</th>
<th>Time Taken MB per Second</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-DES</td>
<td>56, 112 or 168 bits</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>64 bits</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>6,159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES</td>
<td>128, 192 or 256 bits</td>
<td>128 bits</td>
<td>10, 12, or 14</td>
<td>4,196</td>
<td>61,010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSA</td>
<td>1024-4096 bits</td>
<td>512 bits</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1175,7826</td>
<td>10,900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding the Table 1 we can conclude that even the most efficient algorithms give an encryption rate of 64.3MB/s. So, in the sector of BD technology, in which the need of large amounts of data need to be transferred we can see a significant bottle neck for encryption such large amounts data. This is detrimental to the nature of BD which has real time processing and results.

### 1.3.4 Big Data on Cloud System Scenario

Among all types of data in the cloud storage, large-scale data has occupied a significant part due to the explosive sharing on social networks and addi-
tionally video-on-demand services for movies, TV programs, etc. Moreover, to support users with various bandwidth requirements and device resolutions and full interactive playback in large-scale data demand, usually various versions at different bitrates are generated [3] [12] [21] [33] [59] [60] [61].

Schemes for large-scale data, named as Big Data, have shown good performances in cloud storage under different configurations. However, these codes treat all files as general data, in which one unrecoverable error will lead to permanent loss of the whole file. They do not consider the features of specific data types.

The Cloud Computing should provide its services with specific functions so that the IoT linked to it, can support the smart city's turn. The Big Data, or large scale data, as it described in the international literature is defined as the large quantity data that specific scenarios described, relate to the whole activity of the city.

In this work, we propose Cloud-based system for BD used and transmitted through an IoT network.

1.4 Internet of Things

The IoT could be characterized as “a network of devices that transmits, shares, and uses data from the physical environment to provide services to individuals, corporations, and society” [1] [8] [12], which already defined in the Introduction Section. Also, IoT has multiple applications in health, transport, environment, energy or types of devices such as sensors, devices worn/carried (wearable), watch, glasses, home automation (domotics).

1.4.1 Advantages of the data

Chances where the streaming data will produce novel markets with the aim to inspire positive change or to intensify existing services are examined by businesses. Some examples of fields that are at the heart of these developments are listed below [62]:

a) \textit{IoT(a)}: Smart solution in the bucket of transport: With this could achieve better solutions in transportation sector with the aim to provide a better way of living.

b) \textit{IoT(b)}: Smart power grids incorporating more renewable: With this the system reliability could be achieved and also it could be reduced the charges consumers, thus providing cheaper electricity.

c) \textit{IoT(c)}: Remote monitoring of patients: With this we could achieve a system which offers remote monitoring of patients. This system
could offer a better and well-managed healthcare system by improving the quality of services, increasing the number of people served, and saving money.

d) **IoT(d):** Sensors in homes and airports: With this we could achieve safer places such as airports and houses, by establishing a number of sensors in the field.

e) **IoT(e):** Engine monitoring sensors that detect & predict maintenance issues: With this we detect and predict maintenance issues, improve inventory replenishment, and even define priorities in scheduling maintenance work, repairs, and regional operations.

### 1.4.2 IoT Data

IoT is an example of networking where cyber-physical systems consisting of automatic sensors, actuators and embedded systems are associated with the physical world including the human being for real-time support, security, personality and high-level performance [1] [8]. IoT has great potential in manufacturing [3] [12].

Cyber-physical systems, smart devices, industrial instruments, sensors, actuators, OPC Server are examples of IoT devices that produce heterogeneous data.

Data collected from the following IoT technologies play an important role:

1. **Radio Frequency Identification (RFID):** RFID technology uses electromagnetic fields for data transfer as well as automatic object detection [22]. It consists of tags and readers. Each device has a unique RFID tag. The reader detects objects by reading labels. Storing and managing RFID data is a challenge for large businesses as only certain items and products have RFID tags.

2. **Wireless Sensor Network (WSN):** WSN is a network of distributed autonomous nodes connected to other nodes via wireless sensors in a limited environment [2] [22]. The sensor node is self-organizing and connected to other nodes to transmit its data back to the central grid. Some nodes have the ability to control actuators (physical devices) in the sense of automation. WSNs contain all the node information that have sensors and actuators to communicate and transfer their commands [3] [6].

3. **Cloud Computing:** Today, storage, computing power, infrastructure, platforms and software can only be offered as a service by paying only as we use them. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS) are the three main cloud computing models. The architecture of IoT Cloud com-
Computing plays an important role for IoT data. They can be stored in Cloud and accessible from anywhere and anyone using an Internet Browser or software [11].

4. **Industrial Internet**: The Industrial Internet, also known as the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), is the Internet of Things (IoT) only for industries. Smart Machines Link Industrial World both internally and externally facilitating communication using advanced hardware and software [4].

### 1.4.3 Security

The security of IoT systems is a field of strives concerned with safeguarding connected devices and networks in the IoT. The IoT involves the growing pervasiveness of objects and the entities provided with unique identifiers and the ability to automatically transmit data through a network. The major impact of the increased use of IoT communication came from computing devices and embedded sensor systems which used in industrial machine-to-machine (M2M) communication, and technologies such as smart energy grids, home and building automation, vehicle to vehicle communication and wearable computing devices [2] [22] [63] [64].

The huge issue is that security has not always been considered in product design due to the idea of networking appliances and other objects were relatively new. Aiming to improve security and privacy issues, an IoT device that needs to be directly accessible through the Internet should be portioned into its own network and has limited network access. The network portion should be monitored in order to identify the potential abnormal traffic, and if there is any problem, action should be taken [2] [22] [63] [64] [65].

In the sector of IoT technology there are System models. A wireless network model with a source-destination pair, N trusted relays and J eavesdroppers ($J \leq 1$) are considered. Suppose that the global CSE is available. The eavesdropper channel, source encoding schemes, decoding models and accommodative protocol are admitted to be public, only source message is assumed to be confidential. In this work, the discussion is limited to two main accommodative models: Decode-and-Forward (DF) and Amplify-and-Forward (AF) [65] [66] [67].

**Decode-and-forward (DF)**

Two are the main stages in DF model. In Stage 1, the source broadcasts its encoded symbols to its trusted relays using the first transmission slot.
When the symbol $x$ transmitted, the received signals at the $N$ relays are given by (1),

$$y_r = \sqrt{P_s} h_{sr} x + n_r \quad (1)$$

where $P_s$ is the transmit power of source and $n_r$ is the noise vector at relays [66].

In Stage 2, all the trusted relays that successfully decode the message, re-encode the message and accommodative transmit the re-encoded symbols to the destination by using the second transmission slot. Each relay transmits a weighted version of the re-encoded symbol. When transmitting the symbol $x$, the received signal at the destination is given by (2),

$$y_d = h_{rd}^T \tilde{w} \tilde{x} + n_d \quad (2)$$

while the received signal at the listeners is expressed in vector form as (3),

$$y_e = H_e^T \tilde{w} \tilde{x} + n_e \quad (3)$$

The transmit power budget for Stage 2 is considered to be $P - P_s$ where $P$ is the total power for transmitting one symbol and $P_s$ is the transmit power of source [66].

**Amplify-and-forward (AF)**

At the other hand, the AF model is additionally a two-stage model such as the DF model. The Stage 1 is similar for both AF and DF models, except that the transmit power can be different. The trusted relays forward the signals that are received during Stage 1 to the destination, using the second transmission slot in Stage 2. That is, each relay transmits a weighted version of the noisy signal that they received during Stage 1. The transmitted signals of all relays are denoted by the product of $\text{diag}(w) y_r$, where $w$ is the weight vector and $y_r$ is given by (1). The received signal at the destination is given by [66],

$$y_d = \sqrt{P_s} h_{rd}^T \text{diag}(w) h_{sr} x + h_{rd}^T \text{diag}(w) n_r + n_d \quad (4)$$

The received signals at the listeners, in a vector form, is denoted by
Also, another security challenge in IoT is the encryption algorithm. The RSA algorithm, which is the most commonly used public key algorithm in the Internet, and it can be used in sensor networks by establishing a Trusted Platform Module (TPM), which costs less than 5% of a common sensor node [67]. So, the memory has been measured for a fully authenticated handshake with 2048-bit RSA keys. This type of handshake has the largest memory requirements since it needs more code and buffer space for the client’s Certificate and Certificate-Verify messages. The memory increased its use because the code basically contains hundreds of statements form buffer[x] = 0xff. The use of this encryption algorithm in IoT’s security could offer better communication privacy in its functionality.

1.5 Cloud Computing

CC offers abilities and functions such as computing, storage, services, and applications over the Internet. In general, to render smartphones energy efficient and computationally capable, major changes to the hardware and software levels are required. This causes the cooperation of developers and manufacturers [68].

1.5.1 Features

As all technologies, so the CC technology has a number of characteristics which determine its operation. These characteristics are represented and outlined below.

CC(a): Storage over Internet

Storage over Internet can be defined as “a technology framework that uses Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) networks to link servers and storage devices and to facilitate storage solution deployment” [69] [70].

\[ y_e = \sqrt{P_x H^T_{RE} \text{diag}(w) h_{SR}^* x + H^T_{RE} \text{diag}(w) n_e + n_e} \quad (5) \]
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CC(b): Service over Internet

The Service over Internet has as major objective is to “help customers all over the world in order to transform aspirations into achievements by harnessing the Internet’s efficiency, speed and ubiquity” [69] [70].

CC(c): Applications over Internet

Cloud Applications, or as scientific known as Applications over Internet, are the programs which have been written to do the job of a current manual task, or virtually anything, and which perform their job on the server through an internet connection [69] [70].

CC(d): Energy Efficiency

Energy Efficiency could be defined as “a way of managing and restraining the growth in energy consumption” [69] [70]. By delivering more services for the same energy input or for the same services for less energy input may be something more energy efficient [69] [70].

CC(e): Computationally Capable

The services of computational clouds are leveraging the computationally concentrated and ubiquitous mobile applications which have been enabled by the technology of MCC. Thus, a system can be considered as computationally capable when it meets the requirements to offer us the results we want, by making the right calculations [69] [70].

1.5.2 Security on Cloud Computing

CC security is an evolving sub-domain of computer security, network security and information security. It makes an allusion to a broad set of policies, technologies, and controls deployed to protect data, applications, and the associated infrastructure of CC.

CC technology offers through its storage solutions to users and industries various capabilities with the aim to store and process their data in third-party data centers [71]. Thus, by aiming to offer secure communication through the network, encryption algorithm plays a vital role. As regards the researches that have been made, an important encryption technique is the Symmetric Key Encryption. In Symmetric key encryption, only one key is used to encrypt and decrypt the data. In this encryption technique the most used algorithm is the AES [72] [73].

AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) is the newest encryption standard and the more reliable, recommended by NIST to replace DES algorithm. The only effective scenario of attacking in AES is the Brute force attack,
in which the attacker tries to test all the characters combinations to unlock the encryption. AES encryption model is fast and flexible, and in addition, it can be implemented on different platforms [74]. Below, a sample-part of the AES encryption algorithm is represented.

**Algorithm: sample of AES**

```plaintext
Cipher(byte[] input, byte[] output)
{
    byte[4,4] State;
    copy input[] into State[] AddRoundKey
    for (round = 1; round < Nr-1; ++round)
    {
        SubBytes ShiftRows MixColumns AddRoundKey
    }
    SubBytes ShiftRows AddRoundKey
    copy State[] to output[]
}
```

AES algorithm characterized as better and safer than other algorithms for a number of reasons, which is follows [75]:

- It performs consistently well in both hardware and software platforms under a wide range of environments. These include 8-bit and 64-bit platforms and DSP’s.
- Its inherent parallelism facilitates efficient use of processor resources resulting in very good soft-ware performance.
- This algorithm has speedy key setup time and good key agility.
- It requires less memory for implementation, making it suitable for limited-space environments.
- The structure has good potential for benefiting from instruction-level parallelism.
- There are no serious weak keys in AES.
- It supports any block sizes and key sizes that are multiples of 32 (greater than 128-bits).
- Statistical analysis of the cipher text has not been possible even after using huge number of test cases.
- No differential and linear cryptanalysis attacks have been yet proved on AES.
1.5.3 Cloud Computing trade offs

Cloud Computing has some disadvantages-limitations which should be eliminated over the years in order to achieve a better and more ideal use. Some businesses and especially the smaller ones need to be aware of these limitations before going in for this technology.

**CC(l-a): Security**

One major issue of the Mobile Cloud Computing is the security issue. Before someone adopts this technology, they should know that all the company’s sensitive information would be surrender to a third-party Cloud service provider. This could potentially put the company in great risk. Hence, someone must be absolutely sure that they would choose the most reliable service provider, who will keep the information completely safe [11] [76] [77].

**CC(l-b): Connectivity**

Internet connection is critical to Cloud Computing. Thus, the user should be certain that there is a good result before opting for these services. Since someone owes a mobile device which is connected to the internet has become the norm in the wireless world of today, Cloud Computing has a very large potential user base [11] [78].

**CC(l-c): Performance**

Another major concern of the Cloud Computing pertains to its performance. Some users feel performance is not as good as in native applications. Thus, checking with one service provider and understanding their track record is advisable [11] [79] [80].

**CC(l-d): Latency (Delay)**

In Cloud Computing, latency (sometimes referred as turnaround time) is defined as the time involved in offloading the computation and getting back the results from the nearby infrastructure or cloud [11] [15].

**CC(l-e): Privacy**

Data privacy is important and is one of the main bottlenecks that restrict consumers from adopting Cloud Computing. Therefore, to gain consumers trust in the Cloud, the application models must support application development with privacy protection, and implicit authentication mechanisms [11] [77] [81].
1.6 IoT & Cloud Computing Integration

Moreover, a new generation of services, count on the concept of the “cloud computing”, has made its appearance in the last few years with the purpose of offering access to services and the data from any place and at any time [82]. CC is a technology that can be set as a base technology in the use of IoT [83].

A number of the major characteristics of the CC technology which relate to the features of IoT are: a) Storage over Internet, b) Service over Internet, c) Applications over internet, d) Energy efficiency and e) Computationally capable. Tables 2 presents the features of CC regarding the accessibility of this technology provides when combined with the characteristics of IoT [82] [83].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internet of Things characteristics</th>
<th>CC(a)</th>
<th>CC(b)</th>
<th>CC(c)</th>
<th>CC(d)</th>
<th>CC(e)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IoT(a)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoT(b)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoT(c)</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoT(d)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoT(e)</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 represents the characteristics of CC technology regarding the suitableness of this technology provides. Furthermore, it enumerates the major features of the IoT technology. The main objective of Table 2 is to show which of the specific characteristics of CC technology, related more and improve the functionality of the characteristics of IoT technology. As we can observe from Table 2, the characteristic of IoT which affected more by the characteristics of CC is “Sensors in homes and airports”. Regarding the CC, the feature which affected more are “Service over Internet” and “Computationally capable”. As a general conclusion, we can observe that those two technologies contribute more each other in many of their features.

1.6.1 Security issues in IoT and Cloud Computing integration

There is a rapid and self-sufficient evolution taking into account the two technologies of IoT and CC. Initially, the virtually unlimited capabilities
and resources of CC with aim to remunerate its technological constrains, such as processing, storage and communication, could be a beneficial scenario for the IoT technology. In many cases, CC can offer the transitional layer between the things and the applications, hiding all the complexity and functionalities which are necessary to implement the latter [84].

Through the integration of IoT and CC could be observed that CC can fill some gaps of IoT such the limited storage and applications over internet. In the other hand, IoT can also fill some gaps of CC such the major problem of limited scope. Count on motivations such those referred previously and the important issue of security in both technologies we can consider some drivers for the integration. The security issue of this integration has a serious problem. When critical IoT applications move towards the CC technology, concerns arise due to the lack of trust in the service provider or the knowledge about service level agreements (SLAs) and knowledge about the physical location of data. Consequently, new challenges require particular attention as mentioned in surveys [85] [86]. Moreover, public key cryptography could not be applied at all layers due to the computing power constraints imposed by the things [85]. These are examples of topics that are currently under examination in order to tackle the big challenge of security and privacy in CC and IoT integration [84].

Subsequently, some challenges about the security problem in the integration of those technologies are listed below [84].

a) **Heterogeneity**: A big challenge in CC and IoT integration is related to the wide heterogeneity of devices, operating systems, platforms, and services available and possibly used for new or improved applications [87].

b) **Performance**: Often CC and IoT integration’s applications introduce particular performance and QoS requirements at several levels and in some specific scenarios meeting requirements might not be easily achievable [88].

c) **Reliability**: When CC and IoT integration is adopted for mission-critical applications, reliability concerns typically arise [89].

d) **Big Data**: With an estimated number of 50 billion devices that will be networked by 2020, particular attention must be paid to transportation, storage, access, and processing of the large amount of data they will produce [90].

e) **Monitoring**: This is an essential activity in CC environments for capacity planning, for managing resources, SLAs, performance and security, and for troubleshooting [91].
Table 1.3. Affects of IoT & Cloud Computing security challenges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IoT &amp; Cloud Computing security challenges</th>
<th>Internet of Things</th>
<th>Cloud Computing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneity</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Data</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows the two technologies that we survey in this work and the challenges of their integration that arising from our study. These challenges are related to the security problem in the integration of two aforementioned technologies and they listed in detailed in subsection 6.1 (A Security issues in IoT and Cloud Computing integration). As we can observe from Table 3, the both technologies have two common main challenges of their integration which are Performance and Big Data. Additionally, we can observe that IoT technology is related to more challenges (4) than the CC technology (3).

1.6.2 Big Data based on Cloud Server

In order to combine BD technology with CC technology and to achieve a beneficial operation of BD in Cloud environment we have to study the relation of their basic features [3] [12] [22] [64].

Initially, we have to define which are the basic features of BD, which are widely known as the 5 Vs of Big Data. In particular the 5 Vs of BD are: 1) Volume: the vast amounts of data created every second, 2) Velocity: the speed at which new data is created and the speed at which data moves around, 3) Variety: the different types of data we can now use. In the past we focused on structured data that neatly fits into tables or relational databases, such as financial data, 4) Veracity: the messiness or trustworthiness of the data, 5) Value: all well and good having access to big data but unless we can turn it into value it is useless [22] [64].
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Table 1.4. Correlation of BD and CC characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Big Data Features</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Velocity</th>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Veracity</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cloud Computing Features</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage over Internet</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service over Internet</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications over Internet</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Efficiency</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computable</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 demonstrates the basic features of BD (5 Vs) and how they are contributed by the major features of CC. As we can observe, there are two the key features of BD technology which contributes more with the characteristics of CC technology are Velocity and Value. Velocity and Value contribute four from the five key features of CC. Also, another thing that we can observe from Table 4 is that the feature Applications over Internet contributed from all the key features of BD.

1.6.3 Proposed Efficient IoT and Cloud Computing Security Model

As we can infer, by taking advantage of the reasons which AES algorithm offers better secure in CC and the two models that give benefits in security problems in IoT we can propose a novel method that uses those benefits with the aim to improve the security and privacy problems in the integration of two technologies.

The AES algorithm offers the ability to have speed key setup time a good key agility. So, if we use this algorithm in the functionality of DF model, we could have a trusted relay method with an encryption of a speed key setup. Therefore, instead the trust relay use that DF and AF methods offer we can seize additionally there no serious weak keys in AES and so we could have a beneficial security use of the encryption in the integrated new model. Moreover, we can take advantage the less memory which AES needs for implementation that makes it for restricted-space environments. So, we can seize the transmit power that the AF model offers and as a result we can have a better and more trusted transmission. In the way of transmission, when the symbol transmitted with the use of DF model, the
received signal at destination is given by the equation (2), which mentioned in previous section.

With this proposed model we can extend the advances of IoT and CC, by developing a highly innovative and scalable service platform to enable secure and privacy services. Through this research we can propose the following part of algorithm which extends the security advances of both technologies. As a proposal of this work could be this part of pseudocode algorithm which uses the original key consists of 128 bits/16 bytes which are represented as a 6x6 matrix, represented bellow.

Algorithm 1: pseudocode

```
input -> byte[]
byte[] + R.Key -> state[]
for 6 to 66
    W[i-1] -> T
    if i mod 6 = 0
        rotate T + 6
    W[i-6] / T -> W[i]
    R.Key+1
    i+1 -> i
Row +1 -> Row
state[] -> output[]
```

Algorithm 1 represents the procedure implementing in the server aiming to achieve better results of securing the data transmitted. Moreover, this procedure could be achieved in a limited number of loops of the algorithm. The algorithm takes as input data the transmitted signal and then with the use of AES algorithm and the key generated tries to decrypt the data by using the original key consists of 128 bits/16 bytes which are represented as a 6x6 matrix. Through this procedure we could achieve the less of loops of the algorithm and in addition to this we can achieve a more secure data decryption/encryption system for transmitting the data through the network.
Figure 1 shows the proposed pseudocode representation through a flowchart.

1.6.4 Experimental Results

Considering the benefits of the security models and algorithms of IoT and CC technologies we can observe that we can have a beneficial use of integration those two technologies. Instead of the wide use of IoT we can take advantage that CC security through the AES algorithm performs consistently well in both hardware and software platforms under a wide range of environments. This use could be possible for all type of platforms and DSPs. Furthermore, the novel integrated technology could has good potential for benefiting from instruction-level parallelism and will support any type of block sizes and key sizes that are multiples of 32 and used both of IoT and CC. Also, each transmitted signal through the new technology can transmitted as a relay and trusted signal with a weighted version of the re-encoded symbol.

Through this integration we can achieve some useful functions, i.e. we can use the Cloud-based IoT service with the aim to connect sensors and
additionally made them capable to share the sensor readings with others, reducing the security issues. Furthermore, another useful operation is that we can use the HTTP protocol with the aim to send data between IoT things and the CC applications. Moreover, some of the key advantages and challenges that can be defined from this integration are: 1) Both the physical hardware manufacturing resource and software manufacturing can be intelligently perceived and connected into the wider networks with the support of IoT technologies. 2) The collected information and data can be communicated and transmitted between M2M under the support of specific IoT technologies. 3) The collected and transmitted information can be processed and computed according to particular requirements under the support of different CC service, and some useful data and decision information can be intelligently generated and obtained.

Table 1.5 AES contribution in IoT and Cloud Computing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AES Characteristics</th>
<th>Internet of Things</th>
<th>Cloud Computing</th>
<th>IoT &amp; CC Integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Key length</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rounds</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certifications</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Tables 5 exhibiting the key features of the two encryption algorithm that used with the aim to achieve integration of the technologies of IoT and CC concerning the security problem. Table 5 presents which of the key features of AES encryption algorithm contributes both IoT and CC technologies, and at the end how completely contributes the integration model of IoT and CC.
Figure 2 shows the measurements that have been through time. As we can observe by this figure the more often is the combined use of the algorithms, the higher level of security of the data usage we get every time. The upper line represents our proposed model of AES algorithm and the other (down line) represents the existing AES algorithm.

The Tables 6 exhibits the key features of BD and which of those characteristics could be contributed by the integration method of the technologies IoT and CC concerning the security problem. Table 6 presents that all the characteristics of BD contributed by the integration model of IoT and CC technologies.

1.7 Conclusions

The CC technology provides a number of possibilities, but additionally places several limitations as well. Cloud Computing refers to an infrastruc-
ture where both the data storage and the data processing happen outside of the mobile device. Also, the IoT is a new technology which is growing rapidly in the field of telecommunications, and especially in the modern sector of wireless telecommunications.

The main objective of the interaction and cooperation between things and objects sent through the wireless networks is to fulfill the objective set to them as a combined entity, with the aim to achieve a better environment for the use of Big Data. In addition, based on the technology of wireless networks, both the technologies of CC and IoT develop rapidly. In this work, we present a survey of IoT and CC with a focus on the security problems of both technologies. Particularly, we combine the two aforementioned technologies with the aim to examine the familiar characteristics, and with the aim to discover the benefits of their integration in order to secure the use and the transmission of Big Data.

At the end, the security challenges of the integration of IoT and CC were surveyed through the proposed algorithm model, and additionally there is a presentation of how the two encryption algorithms which were used contribute in the integration of IoT and CC as base technologies for Big Data. This and additionally the security challenges that surveyed in this work can be the domain of future research on the integration of those two technologies.
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